
Case Study
186 leads       176 Confirmed bookings | 90 days



Challenges

Study Inn provides luxury student accommodation to students 
from all over the world, across 6 locations in the UK.

Following the COVID-19 outbreak Study Inn made the decision
to increase their online lead generation efforts, with the goal of 
generating enquiries and bookings via their website.

Social media advertising was completely new to them and 
therefore they lacked a clear strategy to generate leads.



Solutions deep-dive

PHASE 1

Customer Research

We examined their current 
customers typical buying 
journey to identify who 
they were and how this 
varied from Study Inn 
location to location.

PHASE 2

Ad Platforms

Phase 1 enabled us to deter-
mine that Google Search + 
Instagram would be the 
most effective platforms to 
advertise on, as well as the 
countries we should target.

PHASE 3

Ad Content

We researched the types 
of students that were 
staying at study inn 
locations in order to create 
content for location 
specific campaigns.



Solutions deep-dive

PHASE 4

Campaign Structure

Complete ads funnel 
designed to move students 
from the awareness stage, 
to consideration and finally 
the booking stage.

PHASE 5

Creative + Copy Testing

Various ad creative + ad copy 
was tested to determine 
which combinations 
resinated best with 
prospects and delivered the 
cheapest lead cost.

PHASE 6

Optimisation

Campaigns were optimised 
daily to ensure they 
continued to perform. 



What we did

Designed and executed Facebook & Instagram 
campaigns in 15+ countries.

THIS INCLUDED:

· Campaign strategy

· Audience research + targeting 

· Ad creative consultation

· Landing page consultation

· On-going campaign optimisation

Each Study Inn location had its own set of campaigns 
and messaging designed to attract the type of 
student from that university.

These campaigns included a complete ads funnel 
with retargeting, designed move students from the 
awareness stage, to consideration and finally the 
booking stage.



Results



Results · Leads generated

179 Confirmed Bookings

186 Website leads



90 - Day
RESULTS

179 Confirmed Bookings

186 Website leads



What we’re good at

Social Media Advertising Google PPC Advertising

Schedule a call with us today to find
out how we can help your business SCHEDULE CALL


